INDUSTRY-LEADING LIGHT-DUTY DIESEL COVERAGE. THE MOST ON-TOOL REPAIR ASSETS

Quarterly software updates with more tests, coverage and repair information.

No tool helps you fix faster than OTC Encore
- Access top reported code fixes in seconds
- Bosch coverage database for European vehicles including Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Volvo
- Identify most CAN vehicles in less than 5 seconds
- Read and clear codes in seconds

Unmatched OE coverage + Identifix Direct-Hit
Find on-tool or web-based repair information from Identifix Direct-Hit while diagnosing vehicles.

Unmatched OE coverage + Identifix Direct-Hit
Find on-tool or web-based repair information from Identifix Direct-Hit while diagnosing vehicles.

The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
CLASS-LEADING PROFESSIONAL DIAGNOSTICS

One Touch AutoID™
Automatically detect CAN vehicles 2005 or newer to quickly set up year, make, model and engine.

One Touch DTC Fixes
Select a code for access to the most likely repair based on YMME.

Onboard Battery
Encore keeps the vehicle ID and data when you cycle the key.

Fast Touch Home Page
Custom browser home page with access to popular technician forums right from Encore.

30 MILLION EXPERIENCE-BASED REPAIR SOLUTIONS

OTC diagnostics are the only tools with embedded Identifix® assets available during every type of repair, including Code-Assist™, Symptom-Assist™ and Repair-Trac™. OTC has added improvements to its 30 years of OEM level coverage with critical emphasis on most common vehicles seen by technicians every day (out-of-warranty vehicle years 1996-2012 for all OEMs).

BATTERY DISCONNECT, KEY FOB AND REMOTE REPROGRAMMING PROCEDURES

Domestic and import coverage 2000 to present with partial coverage for vehicles 1991 - 1999 on:
- Battery disconnect precautions
- Power windows, locks and sunroof reprogramming
- Engine and body control system resetting

Key and remote programming update covers Domestic and Import vehicles 1996 to present, with partial coverage for 1993-1995. Procedures include system operation, unusual features, programming procedures, illustrated battery replacement procedures for remote and key transmitters and more.

HEAVY-DUTY SOFTWARE AND WIRELESS TPR®

Encore is capable of pairing with the OTC wireless TPR tool and optional Heavy-Duty software kit. Pair up with the optional 3834T OTC TPR TPMS Tool via Bluetooth®. The 3895-07 Heavy-Duty Standard kit is available for reading DTCs and viewing live data on Class 4 – 8 vehicles.

Check out the Encore TPMS registration process here.

ENCORE KIT

3893
Encore Kit
Encore, OBD II cable, USB cable, power adapter, and hard carrying case.

3893-LTW
Encore 1-Year Subscription & Lifetime Hardware Warranty
Encore Domestic, Asian and European Software 1-year subscription kit provides a year of frequent and valuable updates for new coverage, coverage enhancements, repair information, application improvements and includes the Diagnostics for Life® lifetime hardware warranty.

Diagnostics for Life® lifetime hardware warranty means OTC supports your Encore for as long as you own it, as long as you maintain an active diagnostics subscription.

The ‘hardware warranty’ applies to the Encore scan tool tablet only. Accessories, such as cables, adapters, batteries and case remain the 90 Day factory warranty from purchase.
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